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The TPC Fund

Who We Are ?
 Long-biased Hedge Fund

 Concentrated Portfolio and Patient Investor

 Pursue Value and Special Situations strategy

 We Invest Alongside You (interest aligned)

 We Focus where others can’t or don’t see

What We Believe ?
 Valuations, Balance Sheets, Cash Flows matter 

 Fundamentals, Management and Incentives matter

 Volatility ≠ Risk Impairment of Capital = Risk

 If a business does well, the stock eventually follows
Turning Point Capital



Do Valuations Matter ?

Turning Point Capital

“Value Stocks saw one of their biggest gains in recent years relative to Momentum Stocks.”

(Bloomberg, Sept 2019)

“Funds betting shift to Value Stocks won’t last.”

(Reuters, Sept 2019)

“There’s a sudden transformation taking place in the stock market and it’s unnerving some investors”

(CNBC, Sept 2019)



S&P Momentum / Value Correlation 

At Cycle Lows 

Turning Point Capital

~Current environment could be similar to the 1999/2000 dotcom bubble, value stocks are too cheap

and glamour stocks are far too expensive.

~In the private market, valuations are also no longer cheap relative to its fundamentals.



Old Economy / New Economy: Retail
(From 2016 - Today)

Turning Point Capital

AMZN: +252%

CVS: -34%WBA: -31%

Profitable/Cheap “Old Economy” Neglected & Hated:

~WBA/CVS had a tough year due to slowing drug price and reimbursements. We believe these problems

are temporary. With AMZN setting sights on the health industry, WBA/CVS share price got depressed.

~We don’t expect AMZN to be successful with its strategy in this sector since most people need immediate

access to medicine. Having the convenience to grab your prescription at around 10,000 locations

(WBA/CVS), often 24/7 is a valuable service and network effect that we don’t think will go away.

~In our view, paying 8x to 9x P/E for CVS/WBA is better than 55x for AMZN.



Old Economy / New Economy: Auto
Last 5 Years: Story-telling more important than Profits

Maybe not in the near future…

Turning Point Capital

AMZN: +252%

CVS: -34%WBA: -30%

TSLA: +99%

GM: -1%

HMC: -38%

BMW: -37%

TSLA

GM

HMC

BMW

Company Net Profit/(Loss) Operating Cash Flow P/E (x)

Tesla (TSLA) (-$1 B) $2 B 62x

General Motors (GM) $9 B $15 B 6x

Honda (HMC) $5 B $7 B 9x

BMW AG (BMW) $8 B $5 B 6x

From Peak: -40%



Private Market Bubble or Growth
Is it really worth that much ?

Turning Point Capital
Source: Crunchbase, Bloomberg

Company Initial Valuation Latest Valuation Net Profit/(Loss)

*WeWork $47 Billion $8 Billion (-$1.6 Billion)

Uber $65 Billion $49 Billion (-$1.8 Billion)

Lyft $15 Billion $11 Billion (-$911 Million)

Chewy $15 Billion $10 Billion (-$268 Million)

FarFetch $6 Billion $2 Billion (-$155 Million)

Tilray $15 Billion (Peak) $2 Billion (-$70 Million)

Beyond Meat $14 Billion (Peak) $8 Billion (-$30 Million)

Peloton $8 Billion $6 Billion (-$246 Million)

Smile Direct Club $9 Billion $4 Billion (-$75 Million)

Sample of Private Companies value after IPO

Figures are based on the latest available (in USD)

*Still Private



Call Us Traditional or Dumb
The market seems to love hundreds of money losing companies that are called the “The Next Google/Amazon” etc.

Turning Point Capital

~We would like to reiterate that we are not hating or attacking the company we mentioned

previously. We do use some of their services as well such as Uber, etc. They had created a

tremendous amount of value for the consumers/users.

~As shareholders/investors, we don’t think it is worth to pay that much value relative to its

earnings power or competitive advantages.

~Call us traditional or dumb to not follow the next generation tech/services/products, etc. but we

do remember that Walmart founder made money (profitable) on his first store and every store

thereafter. There was no need for massive losses. Good businesses are profitable right away.

~The ‘story-telling’ stocks with huge losses that promise a huge payout at the end of the day is

like believing Santa Claus will knock on your door during Christmas.

~In our view, Value Stocks rotation appears to be starting and it could take many years to run its

course. Those who are patient and believe in rationality are set to benefit over the long-term.



Stocks: Still Most Attractive Asset Class
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~Volatility: Despite major news such as trade war and politics that rocked the equity markets, stocks valuations are

‘attractive’. Persistent low interest rates have resulted for reasonable higher stock valuations.

~Bonds: There are about US$15 Trillion worth of negative interest rate bonds globally, where investors pay to lend

money to governments and companies. The U.S 10 Year Treasury Bond is valued at 50x its annual coupon or 2%

yield, while the S&P 500 (U.S Stocks) is valued at 17x (with earnings growing at 2x-3x of U.S GDP).

“The logic of paying to lend your money is driven by the idea that there is no other safe place to put capital”

~Stock Investor Perspective: During negative interest rates, value is transferred from debt (bond) holders to

equity shareholders. Stocks should benefit until poor capital allocation decisions destroy value for all.



To Put it Simply…
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~Value Stocks looks more attractive than it has ever been

~Profitable ‘Old Economy’ companies are overlooked by investors

~Private Market Valuations does not justify reality in our opinion

~We prefer to stay traditional or ‘dumb’ and remain patient/rational

~Stocks Still Most Attractive Asset Class



Fund Review
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“In our private lives, we are all value investors: we like to buy a house, a car or electronics when it is a 

good value and on sale. Somehow, when it comes to investing, most investors buy what is hot, moving 

up or widely talked about. That isn’t investing, that’s speculating.”



Investor Update Q3

Dear Partners & Friends,

Turning Point Capital returned -3.4% in Q3, bringing the YTD to +6.4%

MSCI International Value Fund returned -1.8% in Q3, bringing the YTD to +6.5%

Global Hedge Fund Index returned +1.3% in Q3, bringing the YTD to +5.0%

 We do not seek to mimic the returns of any index/benchmark, thus there will be variances in our performance.

 Our fund will be more volatile than other benchmark due to portfolio concentration.

 Each investors’ return will vary depending on the timing of the investment, kindly see your individual statements for accuracy.

 Our portfolio shown in this quarterly update can change at any time for a variety of reasons.

Turning Point Capital

YTD: Year-To-Date (Jan 1 to Oct 23)

MSCI International Value Fund invest in global equities worldwide using value investing strategy.

Global Hedge Fund Index tracks the overall hedge fund universe performance of all types of investment strategies.

Performance are in USD terms and net of all fees/taxes 



Fund Statistics
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Metrics Our Fund (U.S / HK) S&P 500 (U.S)

No. of Holdings (#) 15 505

Average FCF Yield (%) 7% 5%

Average Earnings Yield (%) 11% 6%

Average Return on Capital (ROC %) 12% 11%

Average Equity to Asset (E/A %) 53% 22%

Free Cash Flow (FCF) Yield: A higher FCF yield means a company is generating enough cash to easily satisfy its debt and other obligations,

including dividend payouts.

Earnings Yield: Measures how inexpensive a company is in relation to its ability to generate cash for its owners.

Return on Capital (ROC): Measures how well a company has generated cash for its owners in relation to how much capital has been invested in

the business. It is an indicator of whether the business is efficient at deploying capital in a way that generates additional income for its shareholders.

It also indicates if management has good discipline in deciding what to do with the cash it generates.

Equity / Asset: Measures how much of a company’s assets can be claimed by its shareholders versus being claimed by others. Higher numbers

indicates a better readiness to weather tough times.



Fund Performance
Net Asset Value (NAV) per share in USD

Turning Point Capital

Monthly Period
Fund Official 

Launch
December 2018 January 2019 February 2019 March 2019 April 2019 May 2019 June 2019 July 2019 August 2019 September 2019

NAV (in USD$) $1,000 $978 $1,055 $1,053 $1,053 $1,082 $1,028 $1,058 $1,066 $996 $1,022

Performance (%) ~~~ -2.15% +7.77% -0.14% +0.02% +2.77% -5.01% +2.86% +0.83% -6.59% +2.61%

Quarterly Period Q1 2019 Q2 2019 Q3 2019 YTD*

Performance (%) +7.64% +0.41% -3.36% +6.35%

Annual Period 2018

Performance (%) -2.21%

Source: UBS AG, Circle Partners, Turning Point Capital

*YTD: Year-to-Date (Jan 1 to Oct 23)
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Fund Performance Comparison
(USD$100,000 Invested Since TPC Official Launch, For Illustrative Purposes Only)

Monthly Period January 2019 February 2019 March 2019 April 2019 May 2019 June 2019 July 2019 August 2019 September 2019

Turning Point Capital +7.77% -0.14% +0.02% +2.77% -5.01% +2.86% +0.83% -6.59% +2.61%

MSCI International Value Fund +8.18% +0.46% -0.08% +1.73% -7.37% +2.99% -2.08% -3.54% +4.69%

Global Hedge Fund Index +2.03% +0.55% -0.26% +0.56% -0.78% +1.52% +0.77% -0.13% +0.37%

Quarterly Period Q1 2019 Q2 2019 Q3 2019 YTD* Since TPC Launch

Turning Point Capital +7.64% +0.41% -3.36% +6.35% +4.06%

MSCI International Value Fund +8.57% -2.95% -1.13% +6.54% -1.44%

Global Hedge Fund Index +2.32% +1.30% +1.33% +5.02% +2.90%

Annual Period 2018

Turning Point Capital -2.21%

MSCI International Value Fund -15.09%

Global Hedge Fund Index -7.79%

Source: UBS AG, Circle Partners, Turning Point Capital, *YTD: year-to-date (Jan 1 to 23 Oct)
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New Holdings Review
(By Alphabetical Order)
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“October is one of the most dangerous months to invest in stocks. The others are November, December, January, 

February, March, April, May, June, July, August, September.”



Kontoor Brands (*New Position)

NYSE: KTB

USA

Mid-Cap

*New Position

What is it ?
Kontoor Brands is a global apparel company, with a portfolio of the world’s most iconic

brands: Wrangler, Lee, Rock & Republic. KTB design, manufacture and distribute affordable

products worldwide. KTB was a spin-off from VFC who owns the NorthFace, Vans, etc. We

believe KTB is a good company run by good management and at a good price.

Why its worth more ?
 Management uses FCF to repay debt and pay a solid dividend (Yield: 6.80% USD)

 CEO converted his VFC stock options into KTB (tie his own wealth to its success)

 Returns on capital are 20%+ and trading at 10x P/E

 Inexpensive products should withstand a major downturn in economy vs. luxuries

 Downside is limited if KTB struggles to regain traction

 Chairman is shareholder friendly, no dilution and other actions that benefit management

Why it got cheap ?
 After spin-off, investors dumped the shares as it is a boring business

 Investors are more excited with VFC brands rather than KTB’s cheap jeans at Walmart, etc.

 It might be puzzling to own a company that sells Walmart jeans but it is profitable

Turning Point Capital



Walgreens Boots Alliance (*New Position)

NASDAQ: WBA

USA

Large-Cap

*New Position

What is it ?
Walgreens Boot Alliance is the 2nd largest pharmacy store chain in the U.S. It specializes in

filing prescriptions, health products, information and photo services. The company operate

approx. 10,000 stores, reaching 80% of the U.S consumers.

Why its worth more ?
 Valuation at 9x P/E compared to 18x on avg, in the past

 Company has raised dividend 45 years in a row, and we expect this to continue

 We don’t expect Amazon to be successful in entering this market segment

 Consumers need immediate access to medicine/prescription

 Having the options to go to 10,000 locations with 24/7 is a valuable network effect

 Solid Free Cash Flow (FCF) generation and favorable demographic trends

 We believe all these pressures are temporary (mentioned below)

Why it got cheap ?
 Industry facing pressure such as slowing drugs inflation and reimbursements

 News of Amazon trying to enter the pharmacy industry crushed the retail pharma stocks

 Investors sentiment turned sour despite not much progress from Amazon side

Turning Point Capital



Undisclosed (*New Position)

HKEX: ????

Hong Kong

Mid-Cap

*New Position

What is it ?
This company is a HK property player in retail, office and residential. Its properties are located

in prime area where it will remain valuable in the future. We believe the company would do

well over the next few years as they are affected by problems that are temporary.

~We are still buying the shares, thus we do not intend to disclose the company name.

Why its worth more ?
 Currently valued at 59% discount to NAV similar to 2008/09 crisis level and 5x P/E

 Business continue to remain stable and will be supported by its newest office tower

 Management started to buyback shares at current price

 Retail segment not dependent on tourists as many feared (more local visitors)

 Dividends remain stable and increasing each year

Why it got cheap ?
 Recent problems in HK affected business and retail sentiment

 Investors worried about the property market

 Investors are afraid trade war will affect new tenant subscriptions into its office portfolio

Turning Point Capital



Top 5 Largest Holdings Review
(By Alphabetical Order)
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“Intrinsic Value change slowly, but stock prices change rapidly and widely.”



Berkshire Hathaway (BRK.A)

NYSE: BRK.A
(Class A)

USA

Mega-Cap

What is it ?
BRK.A is a compounding machine with high-quality businesses and an attractively priced 

stock portfolio. Recently, Mr Buffett/Munger changed the stock buyback rules, allowing them 

to buyback shares at a price they determine to be cheap. 

Why its worth more ?
 Over US$100B in cash waiting for an attractive deal that will generate high ROC

 Stock Buyback no longer based on book value but on ‘intrinsic value’

 Valued at < 12x P/E (net of excess cash) despite strong competitive advantage

 Directors/Insiders bought stake in the company (vote of confidence)

 Our intrinsic value estimates continue to increase while the stock underperform  

Why it got cheap ?
 Concerns on recession risk

 Value-oriented stocks continue to underperform

 Markets view this as an ‘investment fund’ rather than a solid holding company

 Fatigue investors waiting for BRK cash to be put to an ‘elephant deal’

 Some funds have been frustrated by the unproductive cash and small stock buyback 

Turning Point Capital



Bank of America (BAC)

NYSE: BAC

USA 

Large-Cap

What is it ?
Bank of America is an American multinational investment bank and financial services

company. It has a total assets of US$2.3 Trillion and we believe it is one of the most well-run

and well-capitalized banks.

Why its worth more ?
 Solid Consumer Banking franchise supported by strong U.S consumer

 Stock buyback increased to US$30B, Dividend +20% after passing stress test

 Management ability to lower cost year after year is outstanding

 Valuations still attractive given higher market share and durable franchise

 Lower international exposure = advantageous in global growth slowdown 

 Well-Capitalized and lower leverage compared to pre-crisis (2008/09) 

Why it got cheap ?
 Financials out of favor amid lower interest rate & recession scenario 

 Lawsuit expenses and corporate practices concerns

 Valuations expand at a slow rate due to past traumatic experiences (2008/09 crisis)

Turning Point Capital



Clarus (CLAR)

NASDAQ: CLAR

USA 

Small-Cap

What is it ?
CLAR is a holding company that focuses on the outdoor and consumer industries with a NOL 

structure that is advantageous. CLAR owns Black Diamond Equipment, Sierra Bullets, PIEPS 

and Skinourishment. The chairman is a 25% owner of the company with a solid track record 

(increased sales by 218x and book value by 170x in his previous company).

Why its worth more ?
 Valued below private market peers in all of its business segment

 Owner-Operator/High Insider Ownership = interest aligned

 Recently create a Performance Sports Division = Future Growth Potential

 2019/20 growth should be higher than previous years helped by Tokyo Olympics 2020

 Rock/Sport Climbing is officially an Olympic Sport (2020 will be the 1st)

 Free Cash Flow (FCF) generative despite being a small company

Why it got cheap ?
 Small-cap with low liquidity/volume ignored by market

 Not much analysts/banks coverage (i.e: Undiscovered, Overlooked)

 Does not screen cheap in traditional value metrics

 Large funds not able to invest due to volume and NOL constraints Turning Point Capital



EchoStar (SATS)

NASDAQ: SATS

USA

Mid-Cap

What is it ?
Transition from traditional IT to leadership position in enterprise satellite provider. Multi-

bagger opportunity hidden within a mispriced core business trading for 4x EBITDA. Company

is 45% owned by Chairman, Charlie Ergen.

Why its worth more ?
 Collection of mispriced assets on global connectivity growth (5G, etc)

 Sold its DISH-related business, making it a pure satellite growth company

 Able to focus on core satellite business after selling traditional business

 Lower-quality peers, VSAT trades at 16x EBITDA while Sector trades at 12x

 JV and IP satellite asset liquidation value more than current market cap

 Possible buyout target by Viasat (VSAT) after trimming its business

Why it got cheap ?
 Corporate transformation still unrecognized by market

 Misunderstood sector and lack of investor relations

 Funds bankruptcy in 2018 led to liquidation in SATS, pressuring stock price

 Lack coverage by major banks/analysts
Turning Point Capital



West China Cement (2233HK)

HKEX: 2233HK

China 

Small-Cap

What is it ?
West China Cement manufactures and sells cement products in Western and Central China 

region. Its cement are used in projects such as highways, bridges, railways, hydroelectric 

power, water conservancy as well as residential buildings. The company also engages in 

financial leasing and waste treatment center business to diversify. 

Why its worth more ?
 Valued at an undemanding P/E of 5x, earnings yield of 18% and 4x EBITDA

 Solid Balance Sheet (Interest Coverage: 11x, Net Debt-to-EBITDA: 0.8x)

 High insider ownership + quality shareholders like GIC Ltd, Conch Cement

 Belt & Road initiatives provide long-term boost given the vast projects in West China

 Recent China policy (in June) to boost infrastructure a positive to the company

Why it got cheap ?
 Trade war and slowdown in China damaged sentiment/confidence

 “Ignored stock/Dead Money” after a failed buyout by Conch Cement in 2016

 Conservative management focus on debt reduction instead of dividend payout

 Cement oversupply worries despite strong pricing rebound
Turning Point Capital



Thank You For Your Support

“With all the messy noises and volatility recently, we will attempt to take advantage of the 

opportunities it creates. A word on our fund’s portfolio, we have exposure to HK stocks. It is 

important to note that our exposure does not necessarily mean that we are getting 

exposure to the HK economy. A large component of HK stocks has virtually no direct 

exposure to the HK economy. We believe the losses in our HK stocks (Businesses in China) 

are mostly related to sentiment rather than their business fundamentals. We will continue to 

invest with a long term horizon in good business, good management and good price (3G) 

as it is the most logical way to achieve sustainable long-term performance.”

As always, we have the majority of our money invested in the fund, alongside yours.

Jozabad Jonathan
Portfolio Manager

“To keep interest aligned, we have linked our compensation to performance. We will only be rewarded when we deliver.” 

Turning Point Capital
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Glossary

EV: Enterprise Value

EPS: Earnings Per Share

EBITDA: Earnings Before Interest Tax Depreciation & Amortization

IRR: Internal Rate of Return

NAV: Net Asset Value

BV: Book Value

NOL Structure: Net Operating Loss Structure (Benefit)

HKEX: Hong Kong Stock Exchange

FCF: Free Cash Flow

LT: Long-Term

YTD: year-to-date

JV: Joint-Venture

AI: Artificial Intelligence

P/E: Price-to-Earnings Ratio

ROC: Return on Capital 

Net Debt: Refers to Total Debt minus Total Cash

Market Cap: The market value of a security (shares outstanding x share price)

Interest Coverage: Measure of a company’s ability to honor its interest/debt payments (Higher is better)

Mark-To-Market: Valuing assets by the most recent market price

Value Investing: An investment strategy that involves buying securities that appear underpriced by fundamental analysis

Turning Point Capital



Disclaimer

The information contained herein reflects the opinions and projections of Turning Point Capital Ltd, as of the date of publication, which are subject to change without

notice at any time subsequent to the date of issue. Turning Point Capital Ltd. does not represent that any opinion or projection will be realized. All information provided is

for informational purposes only and should not be deemed as investment advice or recommendation to purchase or sell any specific security/asset. While the information

presented herein is believed to be reliable, no representation or warranty is made concerning the accuracy of any data presented.

Positions reflected in this presentation do not represent all the positions held, purchased, or sold, and in the aggregate, the information may represent a small percentage

of activity. The information presented is intended to provide insight into the noteworthy events, in the sole opinion of Turning Point Capital Ltd.

Derivatives and structured-notes are not disclosed/discussed in the presentation. However, data and information could be obtain upon request (for our clients only).

Investment in a hedge fund portfolio carries a high degree of risk, and is only suitable for sophisticated or professional investors, who fully understand the risk of investing

in a hedge fund portfolio, and are capable of sustaining a substantial loss of their investment. You should carefully consider the risks listed below, before investing in a

hedge fund portfolio. The list of risks listed below does not cover all risks that may arise from investing in a particular hedge fund portfolio, as there are various hedge

funds strategies, existing strategies may change, and new strategies may be developed over time. Furthermore not all the risks set out apply to all hedge funds, and many

hedge funds operate in a well-controlled environment.

An institutional investor is an organization that invests on behalf of its members. Institutional investors face fewer protective regulations because it is assumed they are

more knowledgeable and better able to protect themselves. There are generally six types of institutional investors: endowment funds, commercial banks, mutual

funds, hedge funds, pension funds and insurance companies.

A Sophisticated Investor is a classification of investor indicating someone who has sufficient capital, experience and net worth to engage in more advanced types

of investment opportunities.

For Clients

Institutional and Sophisticated Investor Only - Not for Public Distribution. Turning Point Capital


